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Your above named article has been reviewed by our referee(s). If you carry out all the corrections as directed by the reviewer(s) and implement all the instructions in this guide for authors, then your article may be accepted for publication in Animal Research International.

You are free to disagree with the referee(s). In such a case, give convincing explanations for your disagreement. But, note that unnecessary disagreement may cause undue delays for your paper.

The referee(s) must have made some comments, remarks, questions, etc either directly on your manuscript or on an attached paper. On a separate sheet of paper, state clearly and sequentially (= one after the other) how you have addressed the concerns of the reviewer(s). In doing this, number your responses to correspond with the numbers of the referee's questions or remarks. Additionally, make appropriate references to page, paragraph, line, etc to the comments on the old manuscript and point out how and where page, paragraph, line, etc in the revised manuscript you have addressed the issues raised. As an illustration, you must arrange your responses in this manner.

Referee Comment No.1: On page 2, paragraph 1, line 7 the referee wanted me/us to state the advantages and disadvantages of xyz process.

Reply: I/We have given 6 advantages and 4 disadvantages of xyz method (see revised manuscript page 2 paragraph 2, line 3 to 15.

Referee Comment No.2: The referee suggested how I/We should re-write properly the sentence on page 3 line 7 to 9.

Reply: This sentence has been re-written as suggested (see new manuscript page 4, paragraph 2 line 8 to 9. The same must he done to the comments from the second referee if any.

Re-type your article with computer using a recent version of Microsoft Word (Office 2003 - 2010 or Office XP). Use the spell check option in the computer to ensure that your work is free from spelling errors, etc.

Please, note the following while re-typing your article. Use Tahoma for all pages including tables, figures and references. The Text must be justified. Use single line spacing throughout. Do not leave gaps or blank spaces inside text or between sections. Do not underline any word or sentence throughout your article. Write all Latinized words (such as et al), zoological and botanical names in italics. The top margin should be = 1, bottom margin = 1, right margin = 1, left margin = 1 inch.

The First Page: In formatting the first page of your article, follow the style/design in the model/sample article by (EYO and EZECHIE) attached. Insert all the 5 horizontal lines - exact thickness and position. Note that each line starts on the left margin and ends on the right margin. The topmost line is thicker (6 pt) than the other 4 lines (1 pt). The two lower most lines are about two line spaces apart. Nothing is written in the space between these two lower most lines. You must format/design your first page to be exactly similar to the model/sample article.

Title of your article: Use capital (upper case, bold, single line spacing). Use font size =14. Type from left to right margin (select and click centre).

Names and addresses of author(s): Use Tahoma font size 10. Arrange your names in this format EYO, Joseph Effiong. Note that only the surname is in capital letters. Centre the names. The Institution's address should be typed under the name (s) and centered. In a multi author paper, separate each author's name from the other with and for two authors and with a comma with the last author beginning with and (EYO, Joseph Effiong, INYANG, Nicholas Matthias and OLUAH, Ndubuisi Stanly). In writing your name(s) and address (es), by, &, should not be used. You must include your phone number, fax number, Email address, etc as part of your address for easy correspondence.

Major Headings: Use Tahoma font size 10. All major headings must be in capital letters and bold. Note that words like ABSTRACT, INTRODUCTION, MATERIALS AND METHODS, RESULTS, DISCUSSION, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT and REFERENCES are headings. Start each heading at the left margin. Leave one line space after each heading and start the sentence on the next line. Do not indent sentences following major heading. Major headings must not be indented.

Sub headings: Use Tahoma font size 10. All sub headings must be in title case and bold. For example (Acceptability Index of Heterotis niloticus Fed Rice Bran). The first letter of the first word where applicable must be capitalized, anyway, the first letter in